
Week 1/
Monday 
Exercise

Superset/Pair Equipment  
Needed

Sets/Reps Weight Notes Video 
Reference

Barbell 
Straight Leg 

Deadlift

1a barbell 3/15 40, 50, 60lbs Go up in weight 
every set.keep 
chest listed and 
push butt back.

Wk1 Mon 1

Mini Band hip 
thrust with 
abductor 
squeeze

1b medium/heavy 
mini band

3/15 add dumbbell if 
needed

push through 
your heels, 

open up knees 
while at the top 

and keep 
momentum.

Wk1 Mon 2

Barbell hip 
thrust

2a barbell 3/15 40, 50, 60lbs Go up in weight 
every set make 
sure your feet 

are elevated and 
push through 

heels

Wk1 Mon 3

Mini band 
single leg hip 

thrust

2b medium/heavy 
mini band

feet are 
elevated, mini 
band will be 
placed right 
above knee. 

Wk1 Mon 4

Goodmorning’s 3a barbell 3/15 20, 30, 40lbs hinge forward 
at the hip, keep 
your head up 
and push your 

butt back.

Wk1 Mon 5

Reverse lunge 
kick back

3b barbell.light 
mini band

3/15 20, 30, 40lbs place mini band 
at ankle, kick 

back then 
reverse lunge, 

repeat both 
legs. right 
leg+left 

leg=one rep

Wk1 Mon 6

barbell squat 
with mini 

band side kick

4a barbell/light 
mini band

3/15 20, 30, 40lbs squat while 
keeping chest 
lifted and push 

through the 
heel. Then kick 
to the right and 
repeat for left 

leg

Wk1 Mon 7

mini band 
squatting 
abductors

4b medium mini 
band

3/15 keep range of 
motion short, 
squeeze with 

every rep

Wk1 Mon 8



Week 1/ 
Tuesday 

Glute Focused 
Cardio

Machine Settings Time Notes Video Reference

walking lunges treadmill inlcine 10 
speed 3.0 

1 minute Repeat circuit 10x 
for a total of 20 

min

 Wk1 Tue 1

sprints treadmill inline 5 
speed 7.0 or + 

1 minute Wk1 Tue 2

Week 1/
Wednesday 

Exercise

Superset/Pair Equipment 
needed/
machine

Sets/Reps Weight Notes  Video 
Reference

Single Leg side 
leg press

1a leg press 3/20 70-90-110 Make sure you 
knee is in a 
comfortable 

position. Push 
through your 

heels.

Wk1 Wed 1

squat jumps 2a none 3/20 none make sure to 
push through 

your heels

Wk1 Wed 2

Smith machine 
elevated 

reverse lunge 
knee up

1b smith machine, 
& stepper

3/20 bar, 5lb, 7 1/2 
lb

make the non 
working heel is 
pressed firmly 

against the 
stepper, keep 
core tight and 
keep chest up.

Wk1 Wed 3

squat jumps 2b none 3/20 none make sure to 
push through 

your heels

Wk1 Wed 2

cable glute 
pull throughs

1c cable machine, 
rope handle or 
single handle

3/20 20, 20. 40 keep chest 
lifted as you 

hinge forward, 
squeeze when 
you hip thrust

Wk1 Wed 3

squat jumps 2c none 3/20 none make sure to 
push through 

your heels

Wk1 Wed 2



Week 1/ 
Thursday 

Glute Focused 
Cardio

Machine Settings Time Notes Video Reference

heels with 
kickback

step mill level 5 1 minute Repeat circuit 10x 
for a total of 20 

min

Wk1 Thu 1

toes criss cross stepmill level 10 1 minute Wk1 Thu 2

Week 1/
Friday 

Exercise

Superset/Pair Equipment 
needed/
machine

Sets/Reps Weight Notes  Video 
Reference

sumo squat 1a landmine 3/15 25-45-60 toes pointed 
out, try to bring 
elbows to knee

Wk1 Fri 1

squat jumps 2a landmine 3/20 10 chest stays 
lifted and push 
through your 

heels

Wk1 Fri 2

reverse lunge 1b landmine 3/15 20, 30. 40 make sure 
knees stay at 90 

degrees

Wk1 Fri 3

lunge jumps 2b landmine 3/20 bar slow and 
controlled

Wk1 Fri 4

single leg 
deadlift

1c landmine 3/15 20, 30, 40 chest stays 
lifted, push butt 

back

Wk1 Fri 5

Deadlift pulses 2c landmine 3/20 bar slow and 
controlled

Wk1 Fri 6


